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Pet Flys Brings More of the Coolest Pet Products Ever…. 

For Chillin’ Alone or Entertaining At Home: Pet Flys Introduces the first Sleeper Sofa on 
the Pet Market!                                                                       
 
Pet Flys opens up a whole new level of luxury pet furniture with the first ever pull-out Sleeper Sofa pet bed. 
Designed with the best pet comfort in mind and that signature style to be one of a kind, this multi-functional, 
fashionable pet product is innovation in a league of its own. Made in the USA from durable, industrial foam and 
covered in velvety soft upholstery grade fabric, Sleeper Sofas provide long lasting luxury for pampered pets - 
with room for their furry friends! Fashion savvy pet owners will adore the selection of styles; Cow print with 
Turquoise interior, Leopard print with Sangria interior and Purple Crown Royal with Leopard interior. Pet Flys’ 
Sleeper Sofas come with an easy zip and slip guide for machine washing.  
 

 
Pet Flys Goes Extra Miles To 
Walk Your Dog In Comfort, 
Swagger & USA Style! 
Step-up your pups to strut their stuff in Pet 
Flys' dognified Bucky Collection. These 
harnesses, collars and leashes are 100% 
USA made with soft bison leather, 
Swarovski Crystals and contrast stitching 
- the ideal blend of dazzling, rustic style. 
Designed for comfort and function, the 
harnesses and collars are simple to “wrap 
and snap” on, with the adjustable bone-
shaped buckle allowing a custom fit for 
every dog. The harnesses also feature a 
unique engraved swivel snap that 
conforms to your pup’s natural stride, 
adding swagger and style! Available in 6             

unique styles and a range of sizes with matching leather leashes & tandems to complete the set.  
 
 



 
 
                           
 

Join the Pet Flys Rescue Revolution in Cool Cotton Style! 
 

“Che Chihuahua” is leading the Pet Flys’ revolution of peeps and pets for rescues!  Sport your support and beat 
the summer heat in this airline approved, lightweight 100% cotton canvas Rescue Tote.  Whether you’re jet 
setting the skies or trendsetting the town, classic canvas with a cause is always in fashion and the added flair of 
silk star print scarf can be substituted with anything you choose. With convenient carry shoulder straps, side 
pocket storage and machine washable plush pillow insert with a cuddle blankie inside, the Rescue Tote is 
ideally designed for comfort and function as well.   
 
Weighing just 2.25lbs, Pet Flys’ Canvas Boat Totes are airline approved for pets up to 12lbs and as convertible 
totes, they can accommodate dogs up to 18lbs. Dimensions are 16"L x 11"H x 8"W with a 30" shoulder carry-
strap and a safety strap to secure pets inside. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

             Light Up the Town All Year Round in Pet Flys’ New Ritzy Run Arounds!                        
 
Pet Flys is bringing glitz and glam to the pet lovers’ lifestyle with their new Ritzy Run Arounds. This first of a 
kind carrier features sparkly sequins on the outside and a cushy faux fur lined interior, making it the ideal 
fashion accessory for you and your pet to share the limelight. Available in two styles, “Gold Rush” or “Silver 
Crush”, the Ritzy Run Arounds feature two-way sequins that can be brushed into multi-tone patterns, allowing 
you to create a different look for every event you attend. A silk print scarf, cosmetic purse and chunky sparkle 
keychain completes the glamorous flair, along with a cuddle mat and blankie to keep your pet comfy inside.  
 


